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Abstract

The PCN working group of the IETF discusses the use of pre-congestion notification
(PCN) to implement flow admission control. Packet meters andmarkers are used on all
network links and packet markings are recorded as congestion level estimates (CLEs) the
egress nodes. The working group currently discusses the pros and cons of possible marking
algorithms that play a major role in this new architecture. This paper provides a detailed
description of threshold and ramp marking based on a virtualqueue formulation. We in-
vestigate the impact of the marking threshold and the virtual queue size on the marking
behavior and develop different marking strategies. We testthe robustness of the CLEs
obtained for both marking schemes against different CLE parameters and traffic character-
istics. Furthermore, we show that ramp marking can be well approximated by appropriately
configured threshold marking.

1 Introduction

The Internet is on its way to a universal communication platform including realtime services
such as voice over IP, video on demand, tele-control and tele-medicine. The more it is important
that Internet service providers (ISPs) can support these high qualityservices within their IP-
based data network. Admission control (AC) for high quality traffic, i.e. thelimitation of the
number of such flows in the network, seems one option to guarantee its forwarding without
excessive loss and delay [1]. Previous efforts to deploy AC based onthe integrated services
model [2] have not prevailed because they were based on individual per-flow reservations in
each node along the path of a flow which entails a high complexity for these nodes.

The IETF has recently started a second approach to standardize AC forthe Internet. It is based
on pre-congestion notification (PCN), i.e., interior nodes mark packets with an admission-stop
bit if the high quality traffic exceeds the admissible link rate and egress nodesmonitor these
markings using congestion level estimators. If the fraction of marked packets exceeds a certain
value for a specific ingress-egress aggregate, no further flows areadmitted for that aggregate.
This architecture is rather simple and easy to implement because core nodes do not need to
know individual flows. Therefore, it has a broad support by manufacturers and operators.

The focus of this work is exactly on these metering and marking algorithms. Currently, the
IETF discusses two alternatives: threshold marking and ramp marking. They are both based on
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a virtual queue whose service rate is the admissible link rate. Threshold marking marks packets
only if the queue length exceeds a certain threshold. Ramp marking already marks packets
with a certain probability if the queue length is smaller than that threshold. Threshold marking
is simple to implement, but ramp marking might give more information about the currently
admitted traffic which could be possibly exploited for the admission decision of further flows.
The objective of this paper is to provide an understanding of the impact of the system parameters
and traffic characteristics on the marking result and a comparison of threshold and ramp marking.

Section 2 gives an overview of related work. Section 3 explains PCN, PCN-based admission
control and flow termination, and gives a detailed description of threshold and ramp marking
as well as the congestion level estimator. Section 4 investigates the marking behavior of both
approaches under various conditions. Section 5 summarizes this work andgives conclusions.

2 Related Work

We give an overview on admission control mechanisms, in particular of thosebeing highly
related to the PCN architecture.

2.1 General Overview

Admission control was early proposed for IP networks in [1]. Flows issue reservation requests
that are signalled by protocols like RSVP. These requests carry traffic descriptors and the routers
on the way either grant or deny a reservation for high priority transportof the data packets.
Parameter-based AC collects the traffic descriptors of the admitted flows anddecides upon a new
request, whether its resources will suffice to support the new flow without QoS degradation for
all admitted flows. With measurement-based AC (MBAC) routers reject or accept a flow request
based on their observed network load [3]. To remove reservation statesinside the network, other
MBAC approaches use probing at the network border, i.e., if probe packets do not return or if
they return late, the network is congested and further admission requests are denied [4].

2.2 Stateless Core Admission Control Based on Router Feedback

Stateless core admission control keeps reservation states only at the network borders and in the
following two approaches, border routers base their admission decisionson implicit feedback of
intermediate routers similarly to PCN-based AC.

2.2.1 Admission Control Based on Reservation Tickets

To keep a reservation alive, ingress routers send reservation tickets inregular interval to the
egress router. Intermediate routers estimate the rate of the tickets and can thereby estimate
the expected load. If a new reservation sends probe tickets, intermediate routers forward them
to the egress router if they have still enough capacity to support the new flow and the egress
router bounces them back to the ingress router indicating a successful reservation; otherwise,
the intermediate routers discard the probe tickets and the reservation request is denied. Several
stateless core mechanisms work according to this idea [5, 6].
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2.2.2 Admission Control Based on Packet Marking

Gibbens and Kelly [7, 8] theoretically investigated AC based on the feedback of marked packets
whereby packets were already marked by routers based on a virtual queue with configurable
bandwidth. This enables early warning which is the core idea of pre-congestion notification. It
also allows to limit the utilization of the link bandwidth by premium traffic to arbitrary values
between 0 and 100%. Karsten and Schmitt [9, 10] integrated these ideas intothe IntServ frame-
work and implemented a prototype. They point out that the marking can also bebased on the
CPU usage of the routers instead of the link utilization if this turns out to be the limitingresource
for packet forwarding.

3 Admission Control and Flow Termination Based on Pre-Congestion
Notification

In this section, we introduce the general concept of pre-congestion notification (PCN) and de-
scribe PCN-based admission control and flow termination. The PCN-basedadmission control
requires a marking mechanism, for which threshold and ramp marking are candidates that are
presented in detail. We also describe the congestion level estimator for the evaluation of the
packet markings because its EWMA has a major impact on the dynamics of the system.

3.1 Congestion and Pre-Congestion Notification

Congestion occurs on a linkl when its current rater(l) exceeds its capacityc(l). As a conse-
quence, packets are queued and potentially lost. Pre-congestion describes load conditions where
the current rater(l) is larger than a defined pre-congestion ratePCR(l). ThisPCR(l) is lower
than the link bandwidthc(l) such that substantial packet loss and delay do not necessarily occur
at that stage.

Explicit congestion notification (ECN) [11] proposes that active queue management disci-
plines like random early detection (RED) mark packets in the presence of incipient congestion
before queues overflow. These marks are implicitly carried to the end systems and notify them
to reduce their transmission rate.

In a similar way, pre-congestion notification (PCN) marks packets when the current rater(l)
exceedsPCR(l) and these markings are carried to the edge of the network or to end systems to
notify them that pre-congestion occurred on a link of the path the packet has taken.

3.2 Flow Admission Control and Termination

The ongoing efforts of the IETF strive at an implementation of flow admission control and
termination without explicit signaling messages in the core network. They use the concept of
pre-congestion notification (PCN) to achieve that goal [12]. Each link ofa network is associated
with two different rate thresholds: the admissible rateAR(l) and the supportable rateSR(l).
If the current traffic rater(l) of a link l exceedsAR(l), no further flows should be admitted
that are carried over this link. Although admission of flows stops at a low rateAR(l), it is
possible that the traffic rater(l) exceeds this rate because already admitted flows may increase
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their transmission rates or rerouting in case of network failures adds backup traffic to the link. If
r(l) exceedsSR(l), some flows should be terminated to reducer(l) belowSR(l).

In this paper, we focus on flow admission control. Traffic meters and markers control the
PCN traffic on each link and if the current traffic rater(l) of a link exceeds its admissible rate
AR(l), the marker marks all packets with an admission-stop bit. Algorithms for this purpose
are discussed in the next subsection. The egress nodes of the PCN domain monitor the traffic
grouped into ingress-egress aggregates. If the admission-stop bit is set for a substantial portion
of the packets, it notifies the admission control entity to stop the admission of further flows
that belong the corresponding ingress-egress aggregate. A congestion level estimator has been
proposed for the monitoring and we present it at the end of this section.

Note that this architecture is just one proposal among others for future PCN based admission
control and flow termination. There are also other ideas, e.g., the “single marking” approach
which requires only a single bit for traffic marking which supports both admission control and
flow termination [13]. Single-marking requires a different marking behavior which is not cov-
ered in this study.

3.3 Marking Algorithms to Support Admission Control

Admission control requires a meter and marker that marks all packets if the PCN rater(l) on a
link l exceeds its admissible rateAR(l). The IETF currently discusses two marking alternatives
for that purpose that we present as a virtual queue formulation. Note that a token bucket based
formulation is also possible.

3.3.1 Threshold Marking

Threshold marking has been presented in [14] and mentioned under the name “step marking” in
[15] as a special case of ramp marking.

The virtual queue (VQ) algorithm simulates the development of the lengthV Q.L of a queue
with a rateV Q.R and a sizeV Q.S. The rate and the size may be given in bytes or packets per
second and in bytes or packets, respectively. We consider a VQ basedon bytes. Algorithm 1
gives the pseudo-code for a VQ that marks all packets if its current queue lengthV Q.L exceeds
its marking thresholdV Q.T . The VQ records its last update by the variableV Q.lU . At the
beginning, the time since the last update of the queue is calculated using the current timenow.
The length of the queue is reduced by the number of bytes that could be served since then to
obtain the length of the queue shortly before the packet arrival (now). The algorithm is called
whenever a packet arrives. If the current lengthV Q.L of the VQ is larger than its marking
thresholdV Q.T , the packet is marked without-of-profilewhich corresponds to admission-stop.
Then,V Q.L is increased by the size of the packet, but the VQ cannot exceed its maximum size
V Q.S. Finally, the variable recording the last updateV Q.lU is updated.

If the traffic rate exceeds the VQ rateV Q.R, the queue lengthV Q.L increases, eventually
exceeds the thresholdV Q.T , and stays above that threshold such that all further packets are
marked. If the traffic rate falls below the VQ rateV Q.R, the VQ lengthV Q.L decreases,
eventually falls below the thresholdV Q.T , and stays below that threshold such that packet
marking stops.
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Input: V Q, packet, now

V Q.L = max(0, V Q.L− (now−V Q.lU) ·V Q.R); {virtual queue length shortly before
packet arrival}
if (V Q.L > V Q.T ) then

packet.mark = out-of-profile;
end if
V Q.L = min(V Q.S, V Q.L + packet.S); {virtual queue length shortly after packet
arrival}
V Q.lU = now;

Algorithm 1: THRESHOLDMARKING

Input: V Q, packet, now

V Q.L = max(0, V Q.L− (now−V Q.lU) ·V Q.R); {virtual queue length shortly before
packet arrival}
if (V Q.L > V Q.Tramp) then

if (V Q.L < V Q.T ) then
if (rand() <

V Q.L−V Q.Tramp

V Q.T−V Q.Tramp

) then
packet.mark = out-of-profile;

end if
else

packet.mark = out-of-profile;
end if

end if
V Q.L = min(V Q.S, V Q.L + packet.S); {virtual queue length shortly after packet
arrival}
V Q.lU = now;

Algorithm 2: RAMP MARKING

3.3.2 Ramp Marking

Ramp marking has been described in [15] and its pseudo-code is given byAlgorithm 2. The VQ-
based mechanism works essentially like threshold marking, but it has a lowermarking threshold
V Q.Tramp and an upper a marking thresholdV Q.T . If the lengthV Q.L of the VQ is in between,
packets are marked with a linearly increasing probability. IfV Q.L is aboveV Q.T , all packets
are marked. The functionrand() returns a random number, which is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1, to support the probabilistic decision.

Ramp marking is clearly inspired by the RED queue [16]. However, its markingdecision
is based on the current VQ lengthV Q.L instead of the average length of the physical queue.
Moreover, RED algorithms are more complex as they modify the marking or dropping probabil-
ity depending on the recently marked or dropped packets.
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Figure 1: The threshold marker
marks packets if the
length of its virtual queue
exceeds its thresholdT .

Figure 2: The ramp marker marks
all packets if the length
of its virtual queue ex-
ceeds its thresholdT ,
but it also marks packets
probabilistically between
Tramp andT .

3.3.3 Comparison

The PCN working group of the IETF currently debates whether ramp or threshold marking
should be used for admission-stop marking. Figures 1 and 2 show the marking probability
of both approaches depending on the current lengthL of the virtual queue. While threshold
marking starts marking only at a certain thresholdT , ramp marking starts marking already at a
lower thresholdTramp with a linearly increasing probability up to the same thresholdT , from
which on all packets are marked.

The advantage of threshold marking is its simplicity. It has only three parameters: the rateR,
the marking thresholdT , and the queue sizeS whereas ramp marking requires in addition the
parameterTramp indicating the beginning of the probabilistic marking range. Thus, threshold
marking is not only easier to configure but also easier to implement because itsdecisions are not
stochastic like those of ramp marking which require random numbers.

3.4 Congestion Level Estimator

As mentioned above, the egress nodes monitor the packet markings for each ingress-egress ag-
gregate. This can be done by a congestion level estimator. Whenever a packet arrives, the con-
gestion level estimator interprets a non-marked packet as 0 and a marked packet as 1. It applies
an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to these values to obtain time-dependent
averages using

CLEn+1 = w · CLEn + (1 − w) · Xn (1)

wherebyXn stands for the marking of packetn. Rewriting Equation (1) shows that samplesXi

contribute for longer time to the CLE but with decreasing intensity which is controlled by the
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weight parameterw < 1:

CLEn+1 = (1 − w) ·
∑

0≤i≤n

wi · Xn−i (2)

We can quantify the dynamics of the EWMA by two different approaches: the half-life time and
the memory.

3.4.1 Half-Life Time TH

Initially, new values contribute with(1−w) to the average sum.n arrivals later, they count only
(1 − w) · wn. Thus, the value counts only half aftern = d−ln(2)

ln(w) e arrivals. If∆ is the average

time between arrivals, the half-life time of the samplesXi in the EWMA isTH = d−ln(2)
ln(w) e · ∆.

3.4.2 MemoryM

The memory of the EWMA reflects how long a sampleXi contributes to the average result
weighted by its strength which is explicit in Equation (2). We can calculate this memory by

M =
∑

0≤j<∞

(j + 1) · ∆ · (1 − w) · wj =
∆

1 − w
. (3)

The concepts of half-life time and memory are equivalent and help to characterize how a
specific sampleXi affects the EWMA value over time using a single parameter (eitherTH or
M ). They are more meaningful than the weight parameterw as this requires also the mean
inter-update time∆ to judge the dynamics whose indication is mostly neglected.

A consequence from these equations is that weight parameters must be larger on faster links
if past overload should be forgotten after the same duration. The knowledge about the EWMA
behavior is useful when we study the impact of the EWMA settings on the marking result. In
practice, it is hard to control the memory rigidly because the packet rate arriving at the con-
gestion level estimator is a priori not known and changes. Thus, the EWMAis more oblivious
concerning the time if packets arrive faster than expected.

4 Sensitivity of Congestion Level Estimates to Marking Optionsand Traffic
Characteristics

After explaining our experiment setup and performance metric, we first study the impact of
the marking thresholdT and the queue sizeS on the time average of the CLE depending on
the traffic intensity. Based on these results, we develop two different marking strategies. We
investigate the influence of ramp marking and provide parameters for threshold marking leading
to the same CLE. We illustrate the impact of the memory of the congestion level estimator on
the CLE values. We study the sensitivity of the results to different traffic characteristics and
calculate the reaction speed of the markers in case of sudden overload.
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4.1 Experiment Setup and Performance Metric

The setup of our experiments is illustrated in Figure 3. Packets fromn independent, homo-
geneous traffic sources are multiplexed onto a single link with infinite bandwidthand pass a
marker. The markings are evaluated by a subsequent congestion level estimator.

If not mentioned differently, we simulate aroundn = 100 homogeneous flows for sufficiently
long time to obtain reliable results. However, we omit confidence intervals in all our graphs
for the sake of clarity. We choose a Gamma distribution to generate the inter-arrival timesA

between consecutive packets within a flow with a mean ofE[A] = 20 ms and a coefficient
of variation ofcvar[A] = 0.1. The packet sizesB are independent and distributed according
to a deterministic phase of 30 bytes plus a negative binomial distribution. Their overall mean
is E[B] = 60 bytes their coefficient of variation iscvar[B] = 0.5. The values forE[A] and
E[B] are motivated by typical voice connections that periodically send every 20ms a packet
with 20 bytes payload using a 40 bytes IP/UDP/RTP header. However, ourflow model is not
periodic and has variable packet sizes. We use it for two reasons. Thesimulation of multiplexed,
strictly periodic traffic requires special care due to the non-ergodicity ofthe system and is very
time consuming. Therefore, we relaxcvar[A] = 0.0 to cvar[A] = 0.1. Furthermore, we use
cvar[B] = 0.5 instead ofcvar[B] = 0.0 because realtime traffic consists of packets from dif-
ferent applications with and without compression which leads to different packet sizes. Table 1
provides an overview of the packet sizes used in this study. However, our findings are general
and do not depend on special parameter settings.

The rate of the virtual queue isR = 2.4 Mbit/s such that at most100 flows can pass unmarked.
The congestion level estimator implements an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
and counts packets with admission-stop marks as 1 and those without as 0. Asoutlined in
Section 3.4, its memoryM depends on the packet rate and the weight parameterw such thatw
needs to be adapted to the desiredM and the packet frequency in the experiment for which we
take the maximum packet rate that can pass unmarked. Thus, we set the weight parameter to
w = 0.998 which corresponds to a memory of 0.1 s when 100 default flows are active. If the
packet rate changes due to more bursty traffic, we adapt the weight parameterw to achieved the
same memory.

Figure 3: Experiment setup.
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Table 1: Statistical information in bytes about packet sizesB used in the simulations.
cvar[B] E[B] min[B] 1% quantile 10% quantile 90% quantile 99% quantile

0.0 60 60 60 60 60 60
0.5 60 30 30 33 99 167
1.0 60 30 30 30 120 319
0.5 300 30 72 134 501 762

4.2 Impact of the Marking Threshold T and the Queue SizeS

We first study the impact of the marking thresholdT and then the one of the remaining queue
sizeS − T .

We vary the marking thresholdT and keep the remaining queue sizes fixed atS −T = 1 KB.
Figure 4(a) shows the average CLE depending on the number of multiplexedflows. It increases
with increasing traffic intensity. We observe that the CLE values convergefor increasing traffic
intensity, but they significantly differ at low load. If less than 100 flows arecarried, the virtual
queue is empty most of the time. However, even then their short-time rate can exceed the one
of the virtual queue. As a consequence, the queue length increases and possibly goes beyond
T . Packet marking starts and the CLE increases. This behavior is favoredby small marking
thresholdsT . Thus, if the virtual queue rate is under-utilized, the probability for a largeCLE
decreases with increasingT .

In a similar way, we now keep the marking thresholdT fixed at 1 KB and vary the remaining
queue sizeS − T , i.e., we varyS. The curves in Figure 4(b) are all close to CLE=0 when
the virtual queue is under-utilized. In contrast, the traffic intensity at whichthe curves arrive at
CLE=1 depends heavily on the queue size. If more than 100 flows are carried, the virtual queue
is completely filled most of the time. However, even then their short-time rate can fall below the
one of the virtual queue. As a consequence, the queue length decreases and possibly falls below
T . Packet marking stops and the CLE decreases. This behavior is favored if the queue sizeS
exceeds the marking thresholdT only by little, i.e., ifS − T is small. Thus, if the virtual queue
rate is over-utilized, the probability for a large CLE increases with increasing S − T .

Thus, a large marking thresholdT keeps the CLE small if the virtual queue is under-utilized
and a large remaining queue size guarantees that the CLE is large if the virtual queue is over-
utilized.

4.3 Two Marking Strategies with Different Admission Control Policies

We construct threshold markers with two different CLE characteristics.

4.3.1 Marking with Clear Decisions (MCD)

To obtain a marker with clear decisions, we need a large marking thresholdT and a large re-
maining queue sizeS − T . Figure 5 illustrates that the corresponding CLE curve for threshold
marking (TM) is close to 0.0 as long as the traffic rate is below the virtual queuerate and close
to 1.0 if the traffic rate is above. As a consequence, new flows can be admitted if the current
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(a) Remaining queue sizeS − T = 1 KB.
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(b) Marking thresholdT = 1 KB.

Figure 4: CLE for threshold marking with variable queue sizesS.

CLE is low like 0.5; otherwise, they are rejected. The 10% and 90% percentiles of the CLEs for
TM are very close to their averages. That means, that the obtained CLE is very reliable and the
probability to falsely reject or accept flows is rather low.

4.3.2 Marking with Early Warning (MEW)

To obtain a marker with early warning, we use a low marking thresholdT and a large remaining
queue sizeS − T . Figure 6 illustrates that the corresponding CLE curve for TM withT = 1
KB andS = 15 rises gently between 0.0 and 1.0 as an increasing traffic intensity approaches
the virtual queue rate, and it is close to 1.0 if the traffic rate is above. As a consequence, new
flows can be admitted if the current rate CLE is below 0.95; otherwise, they are rejected. The
benefit of this approach is that CLE values between 0.1 and 0.95 can be interpreted as early
warning of an almost fully loaded system. This information is useful to reducethe frequency of
further admissions to avoid over-admission in the presence of weak flash crowds. The percentiles
show that the early warning information fluctuates considerably, i.e. the CLEgives only a hint
regarding the current utilization but not reliable information. This makes it hard to infer the
exact utilization of the virtual queue rate from the CLE values.

4.4 Impact of Ramp Marking

Ramp marking already marks packets probabilistically if the virtual queue lengthis below the
marking thresholdT (cf. Figure 2). Therefore, it marks more packets than threshold marking
with the same marking thresholdT and queue sizeS. In our study we always set the lower
marking threshold toTramp = 0.

In Figure 5 we compare the behavior of ramp marking with the one of thresholdmarking
for MCD using the parametersT = 5 KB and15 KB. The CLEs of threshold marking exactly
match the idea of MCD while those of ramp marking are clearly above 0 over the studied range.
In particular, they show higher variability if the network is almost fully loaded such that some
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Figure 5: Marking with clear decisions
(MCD): CLEs should be 0 if
traffic rate is below the virtual
queue rate and 1 if it is above.
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Figure 6: Marking with early warning
(MEW): CLEs should gently
increase up to 1 if the traffic rate
is below the virtual queue rate and
stay at 1 if it is above.

request might be falsely rejected. Thus, we do not see any advantage of ramp marking over
threshold marking in case of MCD.

In Figure 6 we compare the behavior of ramp marking with the one of thresholdmarking
for MEW using the parametersT = 1 KB and S = 15 KB. Ramp marking yields higher
CLEs and earlier and more linear indication of an approaching saturation ofthe traffic load than
comparable threshold marking. However, a very similar curve can be achieved with threshold
marking usingT = 0.4 KB instead ofT = 1 KB. In addition, the shape of the curve of the
modified threshold marker is even better suited for inferring the load from theCLE value as it
is lower at low utilization values. Hence, there is no obvious advantage of ramp marking over
threshold marking, either, at least not in this considered scenario.

We do not explicitly discuss ramp marking with values0 < Tramp < T because this leads to
interpolations between the curves for ramp and threshold marking which aregiven in Figures 5
and 6 forT = 5 KB andT = 1 KB, respectively.

4.5 Impact of the Memory M of the Congestion Level Estimator

We study the impact of the memoryM of the congestion level estimator (cf. Section 3.4) on the
obtained CLE values. While Figures 5 and 6 present the results forM = 0.1 s, Figures 7(a) and
7(b) show the CLEs for threshold marking (S = 15 KB, T = 5 KB or T = 1 KB, respectively)
for M = 0 s andM = 1 s. We observe that the memoryM has hardly any influence on the
average values of the CLE.

In contrast, the memory significantly impacts the percentile curves for MEW. Witha memory
of M = 0 s the CLE takes only values 0 and 1 such that the percentiles are also either 0or 1.
For M = 0.1 s the percentile curve in Figures 5 and 6 come closer to the average curve and
even more close forM = 1 s in Figure 7(b). Therefore, a long memoryM is good for MEW
as it makes the obtained CLE values more reliable. However, the memory cannot be increased
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to arbitrarily high values because then the congestion level estimator reacts too late when the
average traffic rate changes.
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(a) MemoryM = 0 s.
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(b) MemoryM = 1 s.

Figure 7: The congestion level estimator’s memory influences the stability of theCLE (threshold
marking withS = 15 KB andT = 5 KB or T = 1 KB, respectively).

For MCD, the percentile curves almost coincide with the average curves for all three values of
memoryM . Thus, this marking strategy is very robust and its robustness increaseswith the the
marking thresholdT and the remaining queue sizeS − T . We do not underpin this observation
by figures in this paper.

4.6 Impact of Traffic Characteristics

Now, we investigate how traffic characteristics influence the CLE values obtained in Figure 5 for
MCD and threshold marking and in Figure 6 for MEW and both threshold and ramp marking.

Figure 8(a) shows the CLE values for equal packet sizes (cvar[B] = 0.0) which has less short-
term variation compared to the default traffic. Therefore, the curves for MEW are slightly lower
in the left part of the figure than in Figure 6.

In contrast, we increase the variability of the traffic in Figures 8(b)–8(d)by increasing the
coefficient of variation of the packet size tocvar[B] = 1.0, the rate of the virtual queue to
accommodaten = 1000 flows, or the coefficient of the inter-arrival time tocvar[A] = 1.0. As
a result, the figures show average CLE curves for MEW that are sightly higher than those in
Figure 6. The figures mainly differ in the quantile curves.
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(a) Decreased packet size variation:cvar[B] = 0.0
instead ofcvar[B] = 0.5.
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(b) Increased packet size variation:cvar[B] = 1.0 in-
stead ofcvar[B] = 0.5.
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(c) Increased aggregation level: capacity forn = 1000
flows instead ofn = 100 flows.
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(d) Increased inter-arrival time variation:cvar[A] =
1.0 instead ofcvar[A] = 0.1.
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(e) Increased burstiness:E[A] = 100 ms andE[B] =
300 bytes instead ofE[A] = 20 ms andE[B] = 60
bytes.
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(f) Increased long-term variation: on/off flows instead
of continuous flows.

Figure 8: CLEs for MCD based on threshold marking (T = 5 KB, S = 15 KB) and for
MEW based on threshold marking (T = 0.4 KB, S = 14 KB) and on ramp mark-
ing (Tramp = 0 KB, T = 1 KB, S = 15 KB).
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Increasing the burstiness of the traffic by scaling the mean inter-arrivaltime and packet size by
a factor 5 also adds more variability to the traffic, but its influence is dramatic: the average CLE
curves for MEW in Figure 8(e) are twice as high as in Figure 6. This makes aproblem of MEW
obvious: a CLE value of 0.4 can signify extremely high load in the presence of very smooth
traffic (cf. Figure 6) or extremely low load in the presence of very burstytraffic (cf. Figure 8(e)).
Thus, mechanisms taking advantage of early warning need to know the traffic characteristics.
Furthermore, the 90% quantiles of the CLE reach 0.95 quite early such that more false negatives
occur for MEW than for smoother traffic, i.e., flows are rejected although the traffic rate is still
below the virtual queue rate.

The almost vertical step-up of the threshold marking curve for MCD in Figure 5 is diluted
a bit through the increased variability of the traffic. In further experiments(not shown in this
paper) we could show that increasing the threshold parameterT andS again leads to an abrupt
jump of the curves. However, as we will show in the next section, the markingthresholdT

should be set to an arbitrarily value because this slows down the reaction speed of the marking
algorithm in case of sudden overload.

We now consider on/off traffic with exponentially distributed on- and off-phases with a mean
of 10 s. We install the double number of flows to achieve the same aggregate rate as with
continuous flows. Figure 8(f) shows that the CLE values for all marking methods rise linearly
over a wide range of traffic rates. The quantile curves show that there isa 10% chance for
exceeding the virtual queue rate withn = 184 flows as well as a 10% chance of not reaching it
with n = 214 flows. The reason for this significantly different behavior is the fact that on/off
traffic comes with medium-term traffic fluctuations. Givenn = 180 admitted flows, on average
only 90 of them are active leading to a mean rate of 2.16 Mbit/s, but there is alsoa good chance
that 105 of them are active for a while leading to 2.56 Mbit/s. Thus, MCD marks100% of the
packets if their rate exceeds 2.4 Mbit/s for some time and it does not mark them if their rate is
below that value. In both cases, the admission decisions are correct since on/off traffic causes not
only short-term but also medium-term rate fluctuation. Hence, it is hard to avoid overload just
by doing PCN based admission control since the rate of admitted traffic can increase. Hence, the
use of PCN based admission control to limit the number of on/off flows is a different problem
and requires a separate study. A solution is setting the admissible rate to a valuewhich is low
enough that no problems occur if this value is slightly exceeded by the current traffic rate.

At the end of this sensitivity study we would like to point out that ramp marking for MEW
behaves very similar as threshold marking in all considered scenarios and, therefore, we do not
see any advantage of ramp marking over threshold marking.

4.7 Response Time of the Marking to Sudden Overload

We consider the reaction speed of the marking in case of sudden overloadas it can occur in case
of reroutes. To that end, we assume an empty virtual queue and a suddenoverload ofk flows,
each having a rate ofC. Thus, the entire overload rate isk · C and the queue length takesT

k·C

time to reach the marking threshold. If we use our default parametersC = 24 Kbit/s, T = 5
KB for MCD, andT = 0.4 KB for MEW, it takes 33.3 ms for MCD and 2.7 ms for MEW to
detect an overload of 50%, i.e.k = 50 flows. Thus, MEW can react faster than MCD in case of
sudden overload due to its smaller marking threshold.
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However, the marking thresholdT for MCD can be decreased as this mainly affects the ac-
curate shape of step function for traffic rates below the virtual queue rate. This is backed by
Figure 4(a) and is not a serious problem for the admission decision as longas large CLEs are
not reached for traffic rates significantly lower than the virtual queue rate.

5 Conclusion

One option for pre-congestion notification (PCN) based admission controlrequires that all pack-
ets are marked if the current link rate exceeds a pre-configured admissible rate. This can be
achieved by virtual queue based marking algorithms such as simple thresholdmarking or more
complex ramp marking.

The objective of this work was to study how marking algorithms can support admission con-
trol in order to limit the utilization of the links of a network. We did not consider theuse of
marking algorithms to support admission control in order to limit the packet delaybecause we
assume that PCN will be used in high-speed networks where packet delaycaused by queuing is
negligible as long as link utilizations are moderate.

We investigated the influence of the parameters of the marking algorithms on theirmarking
results which are translated into a congestion level estimate (CLE) using EWMA-based aver-
aging. We showed that two different marking strategies can be pursued:marking such that
the CLE leads to clear decisions (MCD) and marking such that the CLE yields early warning
(MEW) when the rate of PCN traffic on a link approaches its admissible rate. We provided
recommendations for the configuration of the marking thresholdT and the sizeS of the virtual
queue in both cases. Ramp marking increases the level of early warning compared to thresh-
old marking, but this can be approximated by smaller marking thresholds for simple threshold
marking such that there is no obvious need for ramp marking.

The CLE values for MEW fluctuate, therefore, it is difficult to infer the exact, current traffic
rate from the CLE values which is required to take advantage of early warning. A sensitivity
study revealed that the average CLE values for MEW depend heavily on the traffic character-
istics. This makes the use of early warning difficult: either the marking parameters need to be
adapted to produce similar warnings for different traffic types or the mechanism taking early
warning into account requires knowledge about the traffic characteristics to correctly interpret
the CLE level. In contrast, CLE values for MCD show hardly any variation and are robust
against different traffic types.

For the sake of simplicity, we advocate for the use of MCD for PCN based admission control
instead of MEW because the interpretation of early warning is difficult due toits high varia-
tion and dependency on traffic characteristics. Furthermore, we think that ramp marking is not
needed for PCN since similar markings can be obtained by appropriately configured threshold
marking and we do not see any benefit that justifies the implementation complexity of ramp
marking.
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